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Abstract 
A known result by the author in 1991 is that every 3-connected claw-free graph on at most 
66-11 vertices is Hamiltonian. In this paper it is proved that every 3-connected k-regular 
claw-free graph on at most 7k - 19 vertices is Hamiltonian. 
1. Introduction 
All graphs considered in this paper are undirected and finite, without loops or 
multiple edges. A graph is called claw-free if it does not contain a copy of K1, a as an 
induced subgraph. Let 6 and ct(G) denote the minimum degree and the maximum 
independent umber of a graph G, respectively. For S = {al, a2, ..., ai} c V(G) and 
a subgraph H of G, G IS] (or G[al, a2, . . . ,  ai]) and G - H denote the induced graph 
of G by S and V(G) -  V(H), respectively, and for x ~ V(G), N(x) denotes the 
neighbors of x and N(S) = ~)x~s N(x). If K and T are subsets of V(G) or subgraphs of 
G, we denote by Nr(K) the set of vertices in T which are adjacent to some vertex in K, 
and let dT(K)=INT(K)I ,  dT(X)=LN(x)~TI and E~(K ,T )={uv~E(G) :  u~K,  
v ~ T }. For a cycle C which is fixed an orientation, and any two vertices x, y on C, we 
denote by x + and x-  the following vertex and the preceding vertex of x according to 
the orientation of C, respectively, we define the segment S = G [x, y] to be the set of 
vertices on C from x to y (including x and y) according to the orientation and 
= C[y,x] to be a traversal of the segment S in the opposite sense, and let 
C(x,y) = C[x,y] - {x,y} and S O = C[x+,y -] and S °° = C(x+,y-). Note that 
x ÷ + = (x +)+ and x - -  = (x-) - .  Other notation and terminology not defined in this 
paper can be found in [1]. 
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There have been many results on Hamiltonian cycles in claw-free graphs. Here we 
focus on degree conditions ensuring hamiltonicity. The following result is due to 
Matthews and Sumner. 
Theorem 1 (Matthews and Sumner [9]). Every 2-connected claw-free 9raph on at most 
36 + 2 vertices is Hamiltonian. 
The author obtained the following result in 1990. 
Theorem 2 (Li [6]). Every 2-connected k-regular claw-free 9raph on at most 5k (k >i 10) 
vertices is Hamiltonian. 
H~iggkvist has made the following conjecture. 
Conjecture 3. Every 3-connected k-regular graph on at most 4k vertices is 
Hamiltonian. 
Jackson, Zhu and Li proved the following result. 
Theorem 4 (Jackson et al. [3]). Every longest cycle in a 3-connected k-regular 9raph on 
at most 4k (k >>. 63) vertices is dominatin9. 
Li showed in [4] the following theorem in 1991. 
Theorem 5 (Li [-4]). Every 3-connected claw-free 9raph on at most 66 - 11 vertices is 
Hamiltonian. 
In this paper, our purpose is to extend Theorems 2 and 4. More precisely, we obtain 
the following result: 
Theorem 6. Every 3-connected k-regular claw-free 9raph on at most 7k - 19 vertices is 
Hamiltonian. 
This result is essentially the best possible for k = 3 since there exists a 3-connected 
k (--- 3)-regular claw-free non-Hamiltonian graph on 7k + 9 = 30 vertices (see Fig. 1), 
and is very sharp as compared with Theorems 2 and 4. It is very difficult to give 
a general example of a 3-connected k-regular claw-free non-Hamiltonian graph on 
n vertices (where n is as close as possible to the bound which is best possible, of course, 
n > 7k - 19). We make the following conjecture. 
Conjecture 7. Every 3-connected k-regular claw-free graph on at most 10k-  1 
vertices is Hamiltonian. 
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2. Lemmas 
In order to prove the main theorem in this paper, we start with a very useful emma 
whose proof is easy and omitted here. 
Lemma 2.1. Let C be a longest cycle in a connected claw-free graph G, and H a 
Hamihonian-connected component of G-  C with three independent edges ri xi for 
i = 1,2,3 between H and C, where ri ~ V(H), xi ~ V(C) and x1,xE,x 3 are in that order 
on C. Furthermore l t h = I V(H)I, u e Nc(Xl) - [Nc(H)u{x~, x ;  } ] and v e Nc(x2) - 
[Nc(H)u{x; ,x ;  } ] (u ¢ v). 
(a) We have that x~ x i - ,ux? ,ux? ,vx f  ,vx2 ~ E(G) and IC(x.x~+x)l >1 h + 2 with 
x4 = xl for i=  1,2,3. 
(b) I f  xlx2 ~ E(G), we have that Nn(xl) = Nn(x2). 
(c) I f  u, v e C(x~ ,x3 ), then (1)IC(u,x~)l >>. h; (2)[C(x~ ,u)l/> h; (3)IC(v,x~)l >1 h; 
(4) IC(u, OI >1 h when u e C(x~ ,v); (5) IC(v,u)l >~ h when v e C(x~ ,u) (symmetrically 
u,v e C(x~,x?)). 
(d) I f  u, ve  C(x~,x2), then IC(u,x~)l >1 h; IC(x~,v)l >/h; IC(u,v)l >1 h when 
u e C(x? ,v) and IC(v,u)l >>. h when v e C(x-( ,u). 
(e) Let u,v ~ C(x~ ,x2 ), u ~ C(x~ ,v), w E Nc(u- ) and y ~ Nc(v ÷ ), (w # y). 
(el) I f  w,y are in C(x~,x~), then IC(x~,w)l >1 h, IC(x~,y)l >1 h, IC(y,x;)l >>- h, 
IC( y,w)l >1 h when y ~ C(x~,w), and IC(w,y)l >~ h when w e C(x~ ,y) (symmetrically 
w,y e C(x;,x~)). 
(e2) I f  w,y~C(x? ,x2) ,  weC(v,  x2) and y~C(x~,u) ,  then IC(y,u)l>~h; 
IC(v,w)l >1 h; IC(x[,y)l >1 h and IC(w, x2 )l >~ h. 
(e3) If w, yEC(u,v), then IC(w,y)l >~h for weC(u,y)  and IC(y,w)l >~h for 
y e C(u, w). 
Remark 1. I fu is only adjacent to xx- and v is only adjacent to x~-, then (1) and (4) in 
(c) and inequalities in (d) and (e) are also true. 
The following lemma will be useful to the proof of Lemma 2.6. 
Lemma 2.2 (Wu [10]). Let G be a 3-connected claw-free graph of order n with 
Y3= 1 d(u,) >~ n + l for any independent set {ul, u2, u3} of three vertices in G. Then G is 
Hamiltonian connected. 
In the following, we assume that G is a 3-connected k-regular non-Hamiltonian 
graph of order n ~< 7k - 19, C a longest cycle together with a chosen orientation and 
H a component of G - C. Let I V(H)I = h, we shall need in our proof the following 
technical lemmas. 
From the proof of the main theorem in [ 11], we obtain the following lemma used in 
Lemma 2.4. 
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Lemma 2.3. Let [Nc(H)I = r, there exists an independent set I of r + 1 vertices such 
that Y.~I d(v) <<. n - r - 1. 
From Lemma 2.3, we obtain the following lemma. 
Lemma 2.4. 3 ~< dc(H) <~ 5. Whence dn(w) >1 k - 5 for each vertex w of H and 
h>>.k -4 .  
From Theorem 5, we know that 7k - 19 >t 6k - 10, namely, k/> 9. The following 
lemma will be useful to the proof of Lemma 2.6. 
Lemma 2.5 (Li [5]). I V(C)I ~ 4k. 
Lemma 2.6. Every component H of G - C is Hamiltonian connected. 
Proof. Otherwise, if H is 3-connected, from Lemma 2.2, we have that there is at least 
one vertex x in H such that du(x) <<. IV(H)[~3. Hence [ V(H)[ >/3dn(x) >>. 3(k - 5) = 
3k - 15. Again from Lemma 2.5, we obtain that n/> 7k - 15, a contradiction. Hence 
H is not 3-connected. 
Next, we consider two cases. 
(1) H contains a cut-vertex Vo of  H. Since G is claw-free, H - v0 has exactly two 
components H1 and Hz. Let dc(Hi) = xi, then 2 ~< xi ~< 3 and 4 ~< xl + x2 ~< 5, and 
we have that du,(u) >>. k - xl - 1 for each u E V (Hi) and IV(Hi)  [ ~ k - xi, for i = 1,2. 
So IV(H)[ >t IV(H1)[ + [V(H2)I + 1 >t 2k - (xl + x2) + 1/> 2k - 4. Since G is 
3-connected, there exist at least two distinct vertices uil,ui2 in Hi such that 
dc(un)dc(ui2) v ~ 0 and INc(u.,ui2)l /> 2. Let XiUxi, yiu2i ~ E(G), xl  ~ x2, Yl 4= Y2 and 
xi,yi ~ V(C) for i = 1,2, then xi v ~ Ys (i,j = 1,2) and x~x~,y~-y7 ~ E(C) for i = 1,2. 
Without loss of generality assume that xl,  x2, y~,y2 are in that order on C. 
If both H1 and H2 are Hamiltonian connected, then a=lC(x~,y ; ) [  >>. 
I V(HI)I +IV(Hz)[ + 1 = I V(H)I, b = I C(y~,x?) l  ~> IV(H)[, d = [C(x~,x2)l ~> IV(H~)I 
and e=IC(y~,Y2) I~ IV(H2) [ .  Hence n>>.a+b+d+e+12+lV(H) l>~ 
41V(H)[ + 11 ~> 8k - 5, a contradiction. 
Thus there exists at least one component (say H1) in H - Vo such that H~ is not 
Hamiltonian connected. Then we can know that I V(Hx)[ >~ 2k - 2Xl - 2 ~> 2k - 8, 
and so IV(H)[/> 3k -  Xl - (Xl + x2) -  1 i> 3k -  9. From Lemma 2.5, we have 
n >~ 7k - 9, a contradiction. 
(2) H is 2-connected and {Vo,Vl} is a cut-set of H. Since G is claw-free, H - {Vo, Vl} 
contains only two components H1 and H2. Similar to the proof above, we obtain that 
I V(H)I ~> 2k - 3. Since G is 3-connected, there exists at least one vertex ui in Hi such 
that dc(ui) v ~ 0 for i = 1,2 and Nc(Ul)C~Nc(uz) ~ O. Let xiui ~ E(G) and xi ~ V (C) for 
i=  1,2. 
Clearly there exists one vertex ua ~ V(H)  such that x3u3 ~ E(G), u3 ~ Ul,U2 and 
x3 ~ xl ,x2.  Let Xl,X2 and x3 be in that order on C. 
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If both H1 and H2 are Hamiltonian connected, then we easily prove that there 
exists a path P = P[u~,u2] in H such that P contains at least IV (H) I -  1 vertices. 
Hence d = lC(x~,x~)l >>-IV(H)[- 1. Furthermore if u3 e V(H2), then we easily 
prove that f=  IC(x~,x£)[ >1 IV(H2)I and 9 = IC(x~,x;)l >~ IV(H)I - 1. Hence 
IV (C) I />d+f+g+9>~9+21V(H) I -2+IV(Hz) [>~5k-3 ,  and n>/7k-6 ,  a 
contradiction. 
Similarly, if u3 e V(HO, then we can get a contradiction. 
Hence we may assume that u3 e {Vo,Vl} and ]M~I = 1 for i = 1,2 (where Mi is 
a maximum matching in EG(V(Hi), V(C))). Without loss of generality assume that 
u3 = Vo. Since G is 3-connected, INn,(va,vo)l ~> 2. So we easily prove that there 
exists a Hamiltonian path P~ = P~ [Vl,U2] in H2W{Vl} and a Hamiltonian path 
P2 = P2[vo,v~] in HlW{Va,Vo}. Let P = PtwP2, then P is a Hamiltonian path in 
H connecting vo and u2. Hence f '=  IC(xf,x3)l >~ [V(H)I. Similarly, we have 
g' = J Cx~,xr)l >~ IV(H)I. So n >~ d +f '  + g' + 9 + I V(H)I >~ IV(H)I - 1 + I V(H)I + 
21V(H)I + 10 ~> 4(2k - 3) + 9 >~ 8k - 3, a contradiction. 
Thus at least one component in H - {Vo, v~ } is not Hamiltonian connected. 
Using a similar argument o (1), we can get a contradiction. Hence the lemma is 
proved. [] 
Let 
M = {rixi~E(G):i= 1,2 . . . . .  m, ri~ V(H), xi~ V(C)} 
be a maximum matching in Ea(V(H), V(C)) and m = IMI, then m/> 3 since G is 
3-connected. Furthermore we have that m <~ 5, otherwise, we must have that 
n >/ml V(H)I + 3m + I V(H)I ~> (m + 1)(k - 4) + 3m >1 7k - 10, a contradiction. Let 
X={x i : i= l ,2  . . . . .  m} and Si=C[xi,xi+l] for i=  l,2, ... ,m 
(the subscripts of Si and x~ are to be considered modulo m), then IS~[ ~> h + 4 for 
i = 1, 2, . . . ,  m. And let 
W = {x~X:  Nc(x , ) - ({x~,x£}~X)#0},  
then I WI ~< IX[ = m. Furthermore we also have the following lemma. 
Lemma 2.7. If  m = 3, then I Wl < 3. 
Proof. Suppose on the contrary that IWl = 3. Since m = 3, IV(H)i = h >i k - 2. 
Furthermore we claim that h >~ k - 1 since otherwise dc(x) = 3 for each x e V(H), 
which implies that INc(H)l = 3 (otherwise m >/4). Let Nc(H)= {xl,x2,x3}, then 
dn(xi) >/k - 2 for i = 1, 2, 3. Since G is claw-free, there exists a pair of vertices (say xa 
and x2) in Nc(n) such that xlx2 ~ E(G). Hence d(xl) >~ I{x~ ,x l  ,x2}l + dn(xl) >~ 
k + 1, a contradiction. 
O0 Let Yie Nc(xO-({x[-,xg-}uX) for i=  1,2,3. If y~s S~+~ for i=  1,2,3, then, by 
Lemma 2.1, we have IS°°l >/2h + 1. Hence IV(C)l/> 3(2h + 1) + 9 >~ 6k + 6 and 
n >/7k + 5, a contradiction. 
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So without loss of generality assume that Y3 ~ S °°. Before proving the lemma, we 
first prove the following two facts. 
(a) Yi ~ yjfor i ~ j  (i,j = 1,2,3). Otherwise, if Yl = Y2 and let Yl ~ S °°, then, by 
Lemma 2.1, we have y~,y;¢N(xa)uN(x2) .  Hence y~y~- e E(G). 
If ylr2¢E(G), then ylx2 ~ E(G), so G contains a new cycle C' longer than C, 
C' = C[y~,xz ]y~xxHx2C[x~,x~]C[x~,y~]y~.  Thus y~r2 ~ E(G). Similarly, 
ylrl ~ E(G). Furthermore we have rlr2 ~ E(G) since G[r l , r2,yl ,y?]  ~ Kx,3. We 
easily prove that NH(Xl) = Nn(x2) = Nu(y~) and [Nn(xi) l ~< 3 for i = 1, 2 since m = 3. 
Let S' = C(x~,y ; )  and S" = C(y~,x~), and let ul,u2 ~ Nc(xl) such that u2 ~ $3 °°, 
ul ~ S' and [C(ul ,y;)uC(x~,u2)]c~Nc(xx)= 0, then by Lemma 2.1, IS'l ) IV (H) [ ,  
IS"[ ) [ V(H)[, b = IC(ua,y;)[ >I h and f= IC(x~,u2)l ) h. 
We further claim that Nc(xl) - {yl ,x2,x3} ~ C[u2,ul]. 
Let u3,u4ENc(xOc~S" such that [C(u3,x~)uC(y~,u4)]raN(xO =0,  then, by 
Lemma 2.1, a = [C(u3,x~)l ) h, d = [C(y~ ,u4)[ >>, h. Clearly N(x l )nS  °° = 0 (since 
otherwise, by Lemma 2.1, we have IS°° I ) 2h + 1, so n/> h + ]S'[ + a + d + IS°°[ + 
IS°°l + 12 ) 7k + 6, a contradiction). Hence (Nc(x~) - {yl,x2,x3}) is contained in 
C[u2,u~]uC[u4,u3], so [V(C)l >>>.dc(xx)+a+d+b+[S°°[+f  +9)k -3+ 
5h + 9 ) 6k + 1 and n ) 7k, a contradiction, which implies Nc(xl) - {y~,x2,x3} ~- 
C [u2, u~ ]. 
Let vl,vz ~ N(xz) such that v ieS" ,  v2 ~ S °° and [C(y~,vx)wC(vz,x~)]c~ 
N(x2) =0,  then by a similar argument to the one above, we have that 
(Nc(x2) - {y l ,x l ,x3})  is contained in C[vl,v2]. Hence n >>. h + dc(xl) + dc(x2) + 
4h + 6 ) 7k - 5. So yl ~ Y2. Similarly, we have that Yz # Y3 and ya ~ y3. 
Clearly N(Xl)C~(G - C - H)  = 0 for i = 1,2, 3 since G is claw-free. 
(b) y~r~¢E(G) for i= 1,2,3. Let yiri~ E(G), then y~y-( ~ E(G) and dn(xa) <~ 3, 
which implies that dc(xx) ) k - 3. 
Clearly there is no path connecting y~- and yf  (i ¢ j )  in G[V(G-  C -  H)w 
{y~-,y/}] .  
(b~) If yir~eE(G) for i=  2,3, then du(x~)~ 3 for i=  2,3 (otherwise m >>'4), 
that is, dc(xi) ) k - 3 for i = 2,3. F rom Lemma 2.1(d), we can easily prove the in- 
equality: n ) IV (C) l  + I V(H)I )~=1 dc(x~) + 3h + I V(H)I ) 7k - 13, a contradiction. 
(b2) If y2r2 e E(G) and y3r3¢E(G), then du(xz) ~< 3 and y3x~, y3x3 e E(G), whence 
dc(xz) ) k - 3. F rom Lemma 2.1, we can easily show that 
n ) [ V(C)I + IG - CI ) }~=~dc(x,) + 3h + dc(y;) + [ V(H)[ + [G - C - HI ) 2~=~ 
dc(x~) + 4h + d(y~) ) 7k-  8, a contradiction. Similarly, if y3r3 e E(G) and 
y~rzCE(G), then we can lead to a contradiction. 
(bs) Ifyi r~¢E(G), then y~ x + , y~x~ e E(G)for i = 2, 3. Let ya e S °° any Yz e S °°, then 
[S°°l ) 2h + 1. We have that y~¢C[y3,x?), otherwise, by Lemma 2.1, we have that 
a = [C(x~,y2)[ ) h, b = [C(y2,y3)[ ) h and d = [C(ya,x;)[ ) h. Hence 
n ) a + b + d + [S°°I + IS°°[ + 9 + IV(H)[/> 7k -  5, a contradiction. Note that 
Y2 ~ Y3 since x3x2¢E(G). We easily get N(y~)~C(x~ ,YI) ---- 0. 
Let x ~ N(y3) be the last vertex on C[y3,Y2), and y ~ N(y ; )  the closest vertex 
to x3 on C(y l ,x3)  if Nc(y~)~C(ya ,x~)~ O. Then, by Lemma 2.1, we can easily 
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prove that Nc(Y3) c_ C[y ,x ]  = B, a = IC(y l ,y) l  >~ h, b = IC(x, Y2)l >1 h. Hence 
n >/IV(C)[ + IG - C[ >>. a + b + IC(x f ,y l ) l  + Inl + IC (yz ,x f ) l  + IS°°l + Iv(n) l  + 
[G - CI >~ 6h + d(y~) >~ 7k - 6, a contradiction. 
Thus we assume that Y2 • S°°. Using a similar proof to the one above, we can get 
that n >~ 5h + dc(y2) + d(y3) + [G - CI + 3 >~ 7k - 2 if yx ~ S °°, a contradiction. 
Hence we may assume that yi e S °° for i = 1, 2, 3. 
Again from Lemma 2.1, we easily prove that n>~lV( f ) l+ la -C l>~ 
3 d - 3h + ~=2dc(y? )  + dc(x~) + [ V(H)[ + IG - C - HI >>. 4h + Z,=2 (Yi ) + dc(x~) >~ 
4(k - 1) + k - 3 + d(ya)  + d(y2) ~> 7k - 7, a contradiction. 
Now we complete the proof of the lemma. Using a similar proof to (b3), we can 
assume that Yi e S °° for i = 1,2, 3, and consider vertices Y i  (i = 1, 2, 3). By Lemma 2.1 
and (b), we have y~x[, yixF ~ E(G) for i = 1, 2, 3. Again by Lemma 2.1(e) and a similar 
argument to the one above, we can easily show that n>>.2~=ldc(y f )+3h+ 
3 d - IG -  CI >~Y~=l (Yi ) + 3h + IV(H)I ~> 7k-4 ,  a contradiction. Therefore the 
lemma is proved. []  
Lemma 2.8. I f  m = 3, then (1) [V(H)I = k - 1 or k, (2) 1 ~< IWl ~ 2, (3) when 
IV(H)[ = k - 1, we have that dc(x2) + dc(x3) = k, (4) when IV(H)] = k, we have that 
[ W I = 2, dc(x2) ~ k - 4, dc(x3) ~ k - 4 and dc(x3) --1- dc(x2) >1 2k - 6. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.7, we know that W ~X.  Let x~¢W, then we have that 
k - 4 ~< dH(Xl) ~< k - 2 and G[NH(Xl)] is complete. Let 
S=NH(X l ) ,  T=V(H) -S  and I T l=t .  
First, we prove that dH(xl) = k - 2. 
Suppose that dn(xx) = k - 3, then either x lx2  or XxXa belongs to E(G). Without 
loss of generality assume that XxX2 • E(G), then xlx3~E(G)  and Nn(xl)  = Nn(x2). 
Since 2 [S I=EH(S ,T )>I t (k - ( t -1 ) - I ) -2 ,  we have that t~2 or t />k-2 .  
Obviously t >~ k -  2 and so IV(H)[ ~> 2k-  5. Hence n >/3h + h + 9/> 8k -  11, a 
contradiction. Similarly dH(xl) ~ k - 4. Hence dH(Xl) = k - 2. 
Next, we prove that for any vertex x in H, dc(x) ~< 2. Suppose that there exists 
a vertex Uo in S such that UoX2,UoX3 • E(G), then x2x3 •E(G) ,  and so Nn(xa)= 
NH(X2) and dn(x2)~< k -3 .  We further have that Nn(x2)~-S;  otherwise, let 
x4 • NH(X2) -- S, then d(uo) >~ dH(Xl) -- 1 + I{x l ,xz ,x3 ,x4}[  ~> k + 1, a contradic- 
tion. 
Let p = INn(x2)[ and ISI = s, then 1 ~< a = s - p ~< k - 3. Since 2(k - 3)/> 2a = 
IEH(S,T) >>. t (k -  ( t -  1)), that is, t 2 + (k + 1)t + 2a/> 0, we obtain that t/> k or 
t~<l.  Clearly t>~k. So [V (H) I>~2k-2 ,  and n>~41V(H) l+9>>.8k+l ,  a 
contradiction. 
Now we complete the proof of Lemma 2.8. 
(I) Nc(H)~ X. Without loss of generality assume that Nc( r2) -  X ~ O, then 
Nn(x2) is contained in {ra,r3}. Note that {rixi: i = 1,2,3} = M. 
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Obviously x2r3~E(G), otherwise, we have that Nn(x3) is contained in {r2,r3} and 
r2,r3 e T. It is easy to see that t ~> 3 and for any u e T - {r2, r3}, dc(u) = 0. Hence 
2(k -2 )=En(S ,T )>/ t [k - ( t -1 ) ] -6 ,  namely t />k-2  or t~<2. Obviously 
t ~> k - 2, and so h/> 2k - 4. Hence n >/4h + 9 ~> 8k - 5, a contradict ion. It is easy 
to see that r2 e T and for any x e T - {r2}, dc(x) ~< 1. Similar to the above proof, 
we may prove that Nc(r3) is contained in {xl,x3}. Let a = I(x e S: xx3 e E(G)}I, 
then 2(k -2 ) -a=EH(S ,T )>/ t [k - ( t -1 ) - l ] -2 ,  namely t />k-2  or t~<2. 
Obviously,  t ~< 2, and it is easy to see that t = 2. Hence h = k, and dc(x3) ~ k - 3 
and dc(x2) ~> k - 1, and I Wl = 2. 
(II) Nc(H) = X. Let D = {x e S: xx2 e E(G)} and F = {x e S: xx3 ~ E(G)}, then 
Dc~F = 0. Since 2(k - 2) - IDI - IF[ = EH(S, T)  >>. t(k - (t - 1) - 2), t /> k - 2 or 
t ~< 2. Obviously t ~< 2. 
(a) t=  1. Then h=k-1  and H is complete. Obviously [D[ ~<k-3  and 
IFI ~< k - 3, otherwise, let IOl = k - 2, then d(x2) t> IDI + [(x~-,x2 }1 + t = k ÷ 1, 
a contradict ion. It is easy to see that x2,x3 E N(T)  and IDI + IFI = k - 2, namely, 
dc(x2) + dc(x3) = k. 
(b) t = 2. Then h = k, and EH(T,S) ~> 2k - 6. Since 2k - 4 - IDI - IFI = 
EH(S, T) /> 2k - 6, IDI + IFI ~< 2. It is easy to see that dc(x,)/> k - 4 for i = 2,3 and 
dc(x2) + dc(x3)/> 2k - 6. Thus the lemma is proved. []  
Lemma 2.9. G - C has only one component H. 
Proof. Suppose that G - C has at least two components H and H'. Let 
M' = {r'iYie E(G): r'ie V(H'), Yie V(C), i=  1,2, ... , IM' I  =m'} 
be a maximum matching in Ea(V(H'),V(C)), then m'= IM'I >~ 3 and xi ¢Y i  
( i=1 ,2 ,  . . . ,m, j= l ,2  . . . . .  m') since G is claw-free. Let xl ,x2 . . . .  ,Xm and 
Yt, Y2 . . . . .  Ym, be in that order on C, respectively. Obviously  ]V(H')I  = h' ~> k - 4 and 
r V(H)I = h ~> k - 4. 
Assume that there exist Si (say i = 1) and S i (say j  = 2) in {St, $2, . . . ,  Sm} such that 
we without loss of generality assume that Yl s S °° and yj e S°°(j >>, 2) (sayj  = 2). Then 
a = IC(x?,y?)l + IC(x~,y;) l  >>- h + h' and b = IC(yf ,x~) l  + IC(y l ,x3) l  >>- 
h + h' since otherwise we get new cycles C' and C" as follows, respectively: 
C' = C[y~ , x2]x ~ x2Hx1 x~ f ix1 ,  x,3] ~J[x3, y~] Y2Y2 H' yt y? y?, 
C" = C[x-~,y;]y[  y ,H 'y2yf  C[y2 ,x f  ]x2 x2Hx3x;  C[x f  ,x ; ]x tx -~.  
Hence n/> h + h' + IS°°[ + a + b + 6 + 4/> 7k - 18, a contradict ion. 
Thus there exists one Si, say i = 1, such that yj e S °° ( j  = 1,2 . . . . .  m'). It is easy to 
know that m = m' = 3 and G - C has only two components.  By Lemma 2.8, we know 
that 2 >~ I Wl  >~ 1. Let x l  ~ W and u ENc(xO--  ({x~,x?}wX) .  
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Next, we will prove that (a )y ix l ,y+x lCE(G)  for i=1 ,2 ,3 ,  (b)Nc(xl)c~ 
[C (y l ,y3)uS°°uC[y3 ,x f ) ]=O.  Assume that XlYleE(G),  since y l r l , x~r l¢  
E(G), x l  yl ~ E(G). The cycle C' -= C[x2 ,x l ]y lH '  y3y~ C[y3 ,y ( ]C[y ; ,x l ]Hx2  
gives that a = IC (y~,x2) l  >/h + h'. Hence n >i a + 3h + 3h' + 12/> 8k - 20, a 
contradiction. Similarly, y+ Xl ¢iE(G) for i = 1, 2, 3 and yjxl ¢IE(G) for j = 2, 3. 
Let u ~ C(y~,y2), then the C' = C[xf  ,x ( ]C[x ( ,y l ]H 'y3y~ C[y3 ,u] 
x lHx2xzx f  shows that b = IC(y~,x2)l +lC(yl,u)l ~ h + h'. Hence n />a + 
3h + 2h' >~ 7k - 16, a contradiction. Similarly, Nc(xl)c~[S°°~C[y3,x2]] = O. 
Thus we can assume that u E S °° and u is the closest vertex to x~- on S °°. 
Now we complete the proof  of Lemma 2.9. 
If url E E(G), then dn(xl) ~< 3, namely dc(xO/> k - 3. Let v e Nc(Xl) be the last 
vertex on C(x~-,yl), then Nc(XO~_C[u,v] and a=lC(x~,u)l>~h. Hence 
n >~ IC[u,v]l + 3h + 3h' + 9 >~ 7k - 18, a contradiction. 
Thus urlCE(G), and so x(u,x~uCE(G). Similarly, u-,u+¢Nc(H). 
Now consider u +, and let x,y E N(u +) be the nearest vertices to x~ and y~ on 
C[x3,u] and C(x~,yl), respectively. By a similar argument o the one above we 
can get that N(u +) is contained in C[x,y] =D and a = IC(xa,x)l ~>h. Hence 
n~>a+lD l+2h+3h'+9~>7k-15 ,  a contradiction. Thus the lemma is 
proved. [] 
In the following proof, we need to use the following lemma whose proof is similar to 
the one of Lemma 2.3 in [2] and omitted here. 
Lemma 2.10. Let Si -- C[xi, xi+ 1] be a segment on C such that [S°l ~< (3h)/2 and the 
sum of degrees in S O of x + and xi+ l is at least lS ° ] + 1. Then we can find an edge uv in 
E(G) (u ~ S O and v ~ ~)j~=l C[xj-,xj+ l] ( j  4: i)) and a path P in G[S °] between u and 
x + containing every vertex ofS °, except may be one (symmetrically a path Q between 
u and x[-+ 1). 
Lemma 2.11. 3 ~< m ~< 4. 
Proof. Suppose on the contrary that m = 5, then we have that Nc(H) = X. In order to 
prove the lemma, we first verify the following four facts. 
(a) W = 0. Otherwise, let xl e W and Yl ~ Nc(xl) - ({x '~,x f}wX)  such that 
Yl ~ S °° and C(y l ,x2)nN(x l )  = O. 
Now consider the vertex Yi-. 
Let u l ,u2~N(y l )  such that u l~S °°, u2eC[y l ,x2]  and [C(u2,x2)w 
C(x~,ul)]c~N(y~) = 0, then by Lemma 2.1(e) we obtain that a = IC(u2,x2)l >~ h 
and b = ]C(x~,ul)[ >~ h. Again from Lemma 2.1(e), we have N(y~-) _ C[ul,u2] = B. 
Hence n />]B l+a+~4= 2]S °° ]+b+lV(H) [+12~>6h+d(y~)+13~>7k- l l ,  
a contradiction. 
It is easy to know that GIN(x+) - {xi, xT}] and G[U(x£)--(x+,xi}] are 
complete graphs since G is claw-free for i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. 
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(b) For any xi • X, N(x [ )~S °° = 0 and for any vertex xi • X, N(x~)~S°°_l = O. 
Otherwise, let xl • X, N(x?)c~S °° ~ 0 and y • N(x ; )nS  °°. Consider the vertex y - ,  
similar to (a), we can get a contradiction. 
(c) There is an St (say S1) in the set {$I, $2, $3, $4, $5} such that IS°°l ~< min {(6h)/5, 
(6k - 21)/5} since otherwise n ~, ~/=1 IS°°l + 15 + h >~ 7k - 9, a contradiction. 
(d) (N(x;) - {x; ,  Xl}) - S °° and (N(x;) - {x~, x2}) --- S °°. Without loss of gen- 
erality assume that N(x~) - {x;,xl}c~S °° ~ 0 and let ul,u2,u3 • N(x~) such that 
oo sOO ul • Sl ,u2,u3 • and [C(ul ,x~)wC(x~,u2)wC(u3,x~)]~N(x?) = O, then U3U 1 
is in E(G). Since G has a new cycle C'=C[x~,x( ]C[u2 ,x l ]Hx2x~x£,  
a =[C(x~,u2)l >lh. Further we have that b = [C[u3,x3)l +lC(ul ,x l ) [  >~h 
since otherwise we can construct a new cycle C' longer than C, 
C' = CEx +,u3]C1-ul,xl] C , [x l ,x ; ]xg  x3Hxzx2  x f  . 
Similarly, if x[u~+l • E(G) and ui+l • S °° such that C(x[,ui+x)c~N(x~) = 0 
(i = 3,4), then ai = [C(x~-,ui+l)l >>- h for i = 3,4. Hence N(x~) ~_ C[x? ,u l ]u  
CEu2,u3]uC[u4,x2)tdC[us,x~) = B. So n ~> Ig(c)l + IV(H)I/> [B[ + a + b + a3 + 
a ,+ lS°° [+12+h>~6h+d(x?)+13~>7k- l l .  Thus N(x~) -{x ; ,x ,}  ~_S °°. 
Similarly, we have (N(x2) - {x~-,x2}) _~ S °°. 
Now we complete the proof of the lemma. 
By (c) and (d), we have dso(X~) + dso(X~) >1 IS°[ + 3. Again from Lemma 2.10, we 
can find u • S °°, oo oo oo oo v•S  2 k..)S 3 k.)S 4 k..)S 5 (for example yeS°2 °) such that uv•E(G)  
and there is a path P, between u and x2 in G[S °] and a path P2 between u and x~- in 
G[S °] avoiding at most one vertex o fS  °. On the other hand, a = [C(x~,v)[ >~ h - 1, 
since otherwise we can find a cycle C' longer than C, C '= C[x3,v]  
P IX~X2HxIC[X1,x3] .  In the same way b = [C(v,x~)[ ~> h - 1. So n ~> IV(C)[ + 
IV(H)[ 1> y s=3[S°°l + IS°°l + a + b + h + 15 ~> 7h + 13/> 7k - 15, a contradic- 
tion. Thus the lemma is proved. [] 
3. P roo f  o f  Theorem 
Theorem. Let G be a 3-connected k-regular claw-free graph on n vertices. I f  
n ~< 7k - 19, then G is Hamiltonian. 
Proof.  Suppose that the theorem is not true and C is a longest cycle of G. And let 
H = G - C, and M, W, X and Si be the same as in Section 2. By Lemma 2.11, we 
know that 3 ~< m ~< 4. If m = 4, then using similar proof  to main theorems in I-4, 7] we 
can get a contradiction (please see the Appendix). Hence we only consider the case 
m=3.  
By Lemma 2.8, we have that h = k - 1 or k and 1 ~< IWI ~< 2. 
In the following proof, let us assume that xl q~W. 
Again from Lemma 2.8, we just consider the case h = k - 1 and dc(x3) = 2 and 
dc(x2) = k - 2. (Note that the proof  of the case is most difficult.) The proofs of other 
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cases are similar to the following Lemma 3.3. Note that Nc(H) = X and G[NIt(x2) ] is 
complete. [] 
In order to prove this case, we first show the following several lemmas. 
Lemma 3.1. We may without loss of generality assume that Nc(x2)nS °° = O. 
Suppose on the contrary that u E Nc(x2) is the closest vertex to x[  on S°1 °. Note that 
ux~ ~ E(G). I fu + x2 ~ E(G), then replacing the edge uu + on C by ux2u + and the path 
x2x2x~ on C by the edge x2x~, we obtain a new cycle C' of the same length 
as C such that ' + u6C(x l ,x2) ,  a contradiction. Hence u+x2¢E(G). Similarly, 
u-x26E(G). Since G[u-,u,u+,x2} ~ Ka,3, u-u + ~ E(G). Replacing the path u-uu + 
on C by the edge u-u + and the edge x2x~ on C by the path xzux~, we obtain a new 
u~C (xl ,  x2), a contradiction. cycle C' of the same length as C such that ' +
In the following proof, let v ~ Nc(x2) be the vertex on S °°, then a = I C(v, x31>~ h. 
Lemma 3.2. Nc(x2)nS °° = O. 
Otherwise, let u,u' ~ Nc(x2) be the closest vertices to xi- and x~ on S °°, then, by 
Lemma 2.1(c), b = IC(x~,u')l >>-h and c - - IC(u ,x?) l  >~h. Nc(x2) is contained in 
B = C[u ' ,u]uC[xLv] .  
In order to prove the lemma, we first show the following three claims. 
Claim 2.1. N(x ; )nS  °° = O. 
Otherwise, let xx~ e E(G) such that x e S °° and C(x~,x)nN(x~)= O. Clearly 
+ ' IC(x~,x)l >>- h and b' x ¢ u'. If x ~ C(x3, u ), then, by Lemma 2.1 and Remark 1, a' = = 
IC(x,u')l >~ h. Hence n ~> iV(H)[ + [V(C)[ ~> a' + b' + a + [S°°[ + e + IV(H)I + 6 >1 
7k - 2, a contradiction. So C(x~,u ' ]nN(x~)  = 0. Similarly, C[u,u']nNc(X[) = O. 
Thus let x ~ C(u,x;), then a' = IC(u,x)l >1 h. Consider the vertex x +. By a similar 
argument to the one above, we have that N(x + )n C(x~, u) = 0. Obviously x + u6E(G). 
Let yx + ~ E(G) such that y is the closest vertex to u on C [u, xl, then, by Lemma 2.1 
and Remark 1, we have that a"=JC(u,y)[ >~h. Let zx + e E(G) such that 
C(z, x2)nNc(x ; )  = 0 if Nc(x+)nS °° ~ O, then b" = [C(z, x2)[ >~ h since otherwise 
G has a new cycle C '= C[x] ,x ]C[x [ , z ]C[x+,x l ]Hx2x2xf  longer than C. It is 
easy to see that Nc(x+)nC(v ,x ; )= 0 and Nc(x+)nC[x~,v] = 0. Hence N(x +) is 
contained in C[y,z] and so n ~> a + b + a" + b" + 1191 + tic(x2) + [ V(H)I /> 4h + 
d(x +) + dc(x2) + I V(H)[/> 7k - 8, a contradiction. So the claim holds. 
Claim 2.2. Nc(x~)nS °° = O. 
Otherwise, let x ~ Nc(x:) be the closest vertex to v on S °°. If x ~ C(x~, v), and 
without loss of generality assume that C(x,v)~X(x2)=0,  then a '= IC(x,v)l >~ h 
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since G has a new cycle C' C - - - +-  = [x l ,v ]C[x2 ,x l ]C[x ,  xz ]nx lx l .  Hence 
n/> a' + a + b + c + IS°°l + dc(x2) + I V(H)I + 6 ~> 7k - 2, a contradiction. 
Obviously vx~ CE(G) since otherwise G[v-, v, x~, x2] = Ka. 3, a contradiction. 
Thus assume that x ~ C(v, x3) such that xx~ ~ E(G) and C(v,x)~N(x~) = 0, then 
we must have that a' = [C(v, x)[ ~> h since otherwise G contains a new cycle C' longer 
than C, namely, C' = C[x l ,  x] C[x~, x~] C[v, x2] Hxl longer than C. Let Yl ~ Nc(x[) 
and Y2 ~ Nc(x;) be the last vertices on C(x~,x~) and C(v,x~), respectively, then 
b' = IC(ya,x~)l + [C(y2,x~)[ >>. h since G has a new cycle C" = C[xa,x~]x3x3 
Hx2x~C[x~,y2]C[y~,x~], and N(x~) is contained in C[x ; ,y l ]wC[x ,  y2] = F. 
Hence n /> lF l+a '+b '+ lB l+b+c+lV(H) [+31>7k-4 ,  a contradiction. 
Hence the claim is proved. 
By Claim 2.2, we obtain that N(x +) - {x;,x~} ~_ S °°. 
In the following proof of Lemma 3.2, let x be the neighbor of x [  closest vertex to 
xz on S °°. 
Claim 2.3. E~(C(x~, x), S °°) = 0 and Ea(C(x?, x), S °°) = O. 
Suppose that U 1 ~ C(X~, X) and U 2 f~ S 00 such that ul u2 ~ E(G). 
(1) u2 e C(x], v). Let v' ~ Nc(x2) and x' ~ Nc(x~) be the closest vertices to u2 and 
ul on C(u2, v) and C(ux, x), respectively, then Nc(x~) is contained in A = C[x~, ul] w 
C[x',x] and Nc(x2) is contained in O = C[x~,uz]wC[v' ,v]wC[u',u].  The cycle 
C' = C[xl, v ' )C[x~,u2]C[ul ,x~]C[x' ,x2]Hxl  shows that a' = lC(ul,x')[ + 
JC(u2,v')]>~h. Hence n>~a'+[A[+lO[+a+b+c+lV(H) l+3>~7k-4 ,  a 
contradiction. 
(2) u2eC(v,x~). Let u"ENc(x?)  be the closest vertex to ul on C(x~,ul), 
similar to the proof above, we obtain that a '=  IC(v, u2)[ + [C(ul,x')[ >i h and 
b' = IC(uz,x3)l + IC(x,x£)[ + IC(u",ul)] >i h. Hence n >~ a' + b' + dc(x-[) + dc(x2) + 
b +c  + [V(H)I + 3 ~> 7k-4 ,  a contradiction. Obviously u2 # v. Similarly, 
EG(C(x~, x), S °°) = 0. Thus the claim is proved. 
Now we complete the proof of Lemma 3.2, and consider the S °°. 
,-,00 ,-,O0 Since G is 3-connected, there exist a vertex Ul ~ C(x, x~) and a vertex u2 ~ ~2 ~3 
such that Ul u2 ~ E(G) and ul is the closest vertex to x on C(x, x~), which implies that 
(,00, o00 for any f~ C(X~- ,U l )  and g e-,2 wo3 ,fgCE(G). Since G is 3-connected, there exist 
Yl ~ C(x~,ua) and Y2 ~ C(ul,x~) such that YlY2 E E(G). Without loss of generality 
assume that Yl ~ C(x~,x) and u2 e C(u,x;), and let y '  and y" be the neighbors 
of x;- closest vertices to yl on C(x~,yO and C(ya,x), respectively, then the 
cycle C' C[x~,u2]C[u l ,yz ]C[y l ,x ] -  ' + - = = C[y ,Xl]X 1 XlHX2xzx f gives that a' 
IC(u2,x;)l + [C(y',yO[ + [C(x, ua)[ + [C(y2,x;)] >t h, and the cycle C" = 
C [ x L  - - - + " u]C[x2,y2]C[yl ,xl ]C[y ,ul]C[u2,xl]Hxzx~ shows that b' = [C(u, u2)[ + 
IC(u~,yz)[ + [C(y~,y")[ >i h. Hence n >~ a' + b' + c + a + dc(x2) + dc(x~) + 
[ V(H)[ + 3 ~> 7k - 4, a contradiction. Thus Lemma 3.2 holds. 
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Lemma 3.3. Nc(X;)c~S °° = O. 
Suppose on the contrary that Nc(x?)c~C(x?,xf) ~ 0 and Xo ~ Nc(x?) is the last 
vertex on S °°. 
In order to prove the lemma, consider the vertex Xo. Let y ~ N(xo) be the last 
vertex on C [Xo, x~] and z ~ N(xo) the closest vertex to x~- on S °° if Nc(xo) nS °° ~ O, 
then by Lemma 2.1, we easily prove that a' = IC(y, x2)l  >>- h, b' = [C(x~,z)l  >>. h and 
Nc(xo )c~C(x~, v) = O. 
Before proving the lemma, we need to verify the following twelve claims. 
Claim 3.1. Nc(xo )nS °° = O, namely, Nc(xo ) c C[z,y], and N(x~)nS °° = O. 
Otherwise, let W1, W2~-.Nc(Xo) such that Wl,WzeC(/),x3) and [C(w2,x3]w 
C(x;,wl)] c~Nc(xo)= 0, then Nc(xo) is contained in C[z,y]wC[wl,wz] = B, the 
cycle C '= C[xo,w2]C[Xo,Xl]Hx3x~C[x~,x;]xo gives that c = IC(w2,x3)l >~ h 
and the cycle C"= C[xo,x£]C[v, x2]HC[xl ,xo]C[Wl,X?]Xo gives that 
d = IC(v,w~)] >>. h. Hence n >I a' + b' + c + d + dc(x2) -b dc(xo) q- IV(H)I + 3 >~ 
7k - 4, a contradiction. Similarly N(x~)nS °° = O. 
Cla im 3.2. + EG(C(x2 ,/)), C[z, y] = O. 
Suppose that ul ~ C(x~, v) and u2 e C [z, y] such that/21U 2 E: E(G), let/)1,/)2 E N(X2) 
be the closest vertices to ul on C(Ul, v) and C(x~,ul), respectively. 
If u2 e C (Xo, y), let Yl ~ Nc(xo) be the closest vertex to Xo on C(xo, u2). We have that 
Nc(x2) is contained in C[xz,/)z]wC[vl,v]w{Ul}. The cycle C'=C[x~,/ ) I ]  
C[x£,u2]C(ubxz]HC[xl,xo]C[yl,xo]x? shows that d' = IC(ul,vOI + [C(yl,u2)l >t h. 
Hence n >>. d' + a' + b' + [C(v, x3)[ + dc(x2) -k dc(xo) -'k [V(H)I 1> 7k - 7. This con- 
tradiction shows that u2¢C(xo, y). Similarly, u2¢C[z, x;). 
Thus we have that u2~C(x+,xo). We easily prove that d'=lC(ul,Vl) l  + 
I C(u2, Xo)] >t h and d" = I C(x~, u2)l + I C(/)2, ul)[/> h, so we easily get a contradiction. 
Thus the claim is proved. 
By Lemma 2.1 (d) (e) and Remark 1, we can easily prove that Nc(x~) n C(x~, v) = O. 
Claim 3.3. Nc(x])c~S °° = O. 
Otherwise, let u ~ N(x~) be the first vertex on C(v, x~). By Remark 1, we have that 
IC(v,u)l >/h. 
Consider the vertex u +, and let ul,u2 ~ N(u +) be the closest vertices to v and z on 
C[v,u] and C[x~,z] if N(u+)nC(x~,z) ~ O, respectively. Using a similar proof to 
Claim 3.2, and by Lemma 2.1 and Remark 1, we easily obtain that Nc(u +) is contained 
in C[Ul,U2]. By Lemma 2.1(e), we get that a" = IC(v, ul)l >1 h and b" = IC(u2,z)] >~ h. 
Hence n >>. a" + b" + dc(u +) + dc(x2) -]- dc(xo) + [C(y,x~)l + ]V(H)I ~> 7k - 6, a 
contradiction. Similarly we have the following claim. 
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Claim 3.4. Nc(x3 )c~S °° = O. 
In the following proof, let w be the last vertex adjacent to x ~ on S °° and let g • Nc(x ~ ) 
be the closest vertex to x~ on S °°. Then 
Claim 3.5. w belongs to C[x~,z] and g belongs to C[v, x3). 
Suppose on the contrary that w • C(z,x{), and z~ • Nc(xo) is the closest vertex to 
w on C(z,w), then Nc(xo) is contained in C[z, z l]wC[w,y] = B. Since G contains 
a new cycle C '= C[Zl,X~]C~W, X l ]C~xo,x3]nC[X l ,Xo]Z l ,  a"= [C(zI,w)] ~ h. 
Hence n >>. b' + de(x2) + IC(v, x3)l + a' + a" + dc(xo) + IV(H)I /> 7k - 7, a contra- 
diction. Similarly, g • C[v, x3]. So the claim holds. 
Claim 3.6. Nc(x~)nS °° = 0 and Nc(x3 )c~S °° = O. 
By Claim 3.5, we have that Nc(x ; )nC(z ,x ; )  = 0. By a similar proof to Claim 3.5 
we get that N(x~)c~C(xo,y) = O. 
If N(x~)nC(x~,xo) ~ O, let y '•  N(x~)~C(x?,xo). Then, by Remark 1, we have 
that e=l f (y ' ,xo) l>>-h and d=lC(x~,y ' )~>h.  Hence n~>c+d+a'+b '+ 
If(v, x3)l + dc(x2) + I V(H)I + 3 ~> 7k - 5, a contradiction. Obviously, XoX~ q~E(G)if 
y~xo.  
Hence Nc(x~)nC(z,y)= 0. Assume that i,j • Nc(x~) are the nearest vertices to 
y and x~- on C[y,x[] ,  respectively, then a" = IC(w,z)l + IC(j,x[)[ >1 h since other- 
wise G has a new cycle C '= C[x~,w]C[ j ,  xo-IC[x?,z]C[Xo,xl]Hx2x~x~ longer 
than C, and the cycle C"= C[x{,x~]C[ i ,  x3]HC[x l ,xo]C[y,  xo]X~ shows that 
b" = I C(y,/)1/> h. Note that if i = y, then let y~ • Nc(xo) be the closest vertex to y on 
C(x~,y), and we replace the y by the Yl. Nc(x~) is contained in C[x[ ,w]u  
C[i,j] = B. Hence n >>. a" + b" + dc(xo) + dc(x2) + IC(v, x~-)l + I V(H)I + I nl 1> 
7k - 6, a contradiction. Similarly Nc(x3)nS °° = 0. So the claim is proved. 
By Claim 3.6, we have the following claim. 
Claim 3.7. Nc(x3) - {x~,x3} is contained in C[g,x;]  = D and Nc(x;) - {x3,x3} is 
contained in C [x~, w] = F. 
Similar to Claim 3.2, we have the following. 
Claim 3.8. EG(C(g, x3 )uC(x; ,  w), C(z,y) = O. 
Claim 3.9. Eo(C(g, x~), C(x~, w)) = 0 and E~(C(x~, w), C(xf , v)) = O. 
Let ul • C(g,x~) and u2 • C(x~, w) such that ul u2 • E(G), and let w' • Nc(x~) and 
gl • Nc(x~) be the closest vertices to u2 and Ul on C(u2, w) and C(ul, x3), respectively, 
then the cycle C' = C [x~-, u2] C [ul, g] C [gl,  x3] Hx2C [v, x~] C[x~, w'] x~ gives that 
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d = IC(v,9)l + IC(ua,gl)l + IC(u2,w')l ~ h. Note that G[Nc(x3) - {x3,x3}] is complete. 
We have that n >1 d + dc(x~) + dc(x3) - 1 + dc(x2) + dc(xo) + IC(y,x~)] + 3 + 
[ V(H)I ~> 7k - 7, a contradiction. Similarly, Ea(C(x~, w), C(x~, v)) = 0. So the claim 
is proved. 
Claim 3.10. EG(C(g,w),S °°) = O. 
By Claim 3.8, suppose that u~ ~ C(g, x3) and u2 ~ C(y, x2) such that UlU 2 ~ E(G), 
and let u' ,u"~N(x~) be the closest vertices to u~ on C(g,u~] and C[ul ,x f ] ,  
respectively, then Nc(xf)  is contained in C[g ,u ' ]uC[u" ,x~]u{u l}=B,  
a" = IC(v,g)[ + IC(ua,u")l + IC(y, u2)] >>- h and b" = ]C(u2,x2)] + IC(u',u~)l >1 h. 
Hence n>~lB]+a" +b" +dc(x2)+]C(x~,z) l+dc(xo)+]V(H)]>~ 7k-6 ,  a 
contradiction. 
Claim 3.11. Eo(C(g, x f  ), C(w,z)) = 0 and EG(C(x~, w), C(v,g)) = O. 
Assume that ua ~ C(g,x~) and u2 ~ C(w,z) such that •lU2 ~ E(G), and let u' be 
the same as Claim 3.10, then the cycle C'=C[x3,u2]C[u~,x3]C[u' ,xo]  
C[x{,z]CEXo,Xl]Hx3 gives that a" = [C(u2,z)l + IC(u',uOI >1 h. Hence 
n/> a" + dc(x3-) + dc(x~-) - 1 + dc(x2) + dc(xo) + [C(y, x2)l + IV(H)I /> 7k - 6, 
a contradiction. Similarly, EG(C(x~-, w), C(v, g)) = 0. So Claim 3.11 holds. 
Similar to Claim 3.9. we obtain the following. 
Claim 3.12. Eo(C(g,x~), C(x2, v)) = O. 
Now we complete the proof of Lemma 3.3, and consider the $2 °°. 
Since G is 3-connected, there exists a vertex i (say i ~ C(v,g)) such that i is the closest 
vertex to g which is adjacent o some vertexj on S °° wS°3 °. Without loss of generality 
assume that j  e C(y, x2). Again from k(G) ~> 3, there exist a vertex g' in C(i, x3) and 
a vertex g" in C(x~-,i) such that g'g" ~ E(G), say g' ~ C(g, x~) and g" ~ C(v,i) and 
= -- (~x-  'C  " C(g,g')nNc(x~) 0. Then the cycle C' C[x3, j]C[i ,g] [ 3 ,g ]  [g ,x f ]  
x fx2Hx3 shows that a" = IC(j, x2)[ + IC(g",i)I + [C(g,g')I >>- h. Let g'" E Nc(x~) be 
the closest vertex to 9' on C(g',x~), then b"= IC(g',g'")I + IC(y,j)[ + IC(i,g)l + 
rC(v,g")l>~h since otherwise G has a new cycle C"=C[g ' " ,x~]C[xo ,y  ] 
C[xo,x l ]HC[x2,v]C[x2, j ]C[ i ,g ' ]C[9 ' ,g]g ' "  longer than C. Hence 
n >~ a" + b" + dc(xo) + dc(x2) + dc(x3) + IC(x~,z)l + IV(H)] t> 7k - 6, a contra- 
diction. Thus the lemma is proved. 
Similar to Lemma 3.3, we easily prove the following. 
Lemma 3.4. Nc(x~)~S °° = O, Nc(x()c~S °° = 0 and Nc(x~)c~S °° -- O. 
Lemma 3.5. ]Nc(x~)c~S°°[ <<. 1. 
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+ oo Nc(x~) is the closest vertex to xi- on S °°. Assume that i , j  ~ Nc(x  3 ) (3S  1 , and w e 
Next we just consider I Nc(x~)c~S°° I -- 2, and the proof of other cases is similar. We 
easily obtain that wj, ix~ + "x + ÷ a' = = ,J 3 eE(G), [C(x~,i)>>.h and b' IC(j, x2)[+ 
[C(w,x;)l >i h. 
In order to prove the lemma, we first verify the following eight claims. 
Claim 5.1. Nc(x~)c~S °° = O. 
Otherwise, let l e Nc(xi)c~C[v, x3], then c '=  [C(l, x3)[ ~ h, and d' = [C(v,l)l + 
IC(i,j)l >>-h since otherwise G has a new cycle C'= C[x3,1]C[x;,x~+]C[i ,  xl] 
HC[x2,v]C[x2, j ]x~x3 longer than C. Hence n >>. a' + b' + c' + d' + dc(x~) + 
dc(x2) + I V(H) I /> 7k - 7, a contradiction. Similarly, Nc(Xl)C~C(x;, v) = O. 
In the following proof, let u e Nc(x;) be the closest vertex to x~ on S °°. 
Claim 5.2. u belongs to C(w,x?). 
Suppose on the contrary that u¢C(w, x?), and w' c Nc(x~) is the closest vertex to 
u on C(u, w). The cycle C' = C [x~- +, u] C [x i-, w'] x~- C [j, x3] HC [x 1, i] x~ + gives that 
d' = IC(u,w')l + [C(i,j)[ >I h. Hence n >>, d' + IC(x?,i)l + IC(j,x~)l + IC(w,x~)l + 
dc(x2) + IC(v, x3)l + dc(x~) + I V(H)I/> 7k - 7, a contradiction. 
Claim 5.3. x~x? q~E(G). 
Otherwise, since G[x~,xa,x~ +,Xl] ~ K1,3, we have that XxX~ + e E(G), and so 
d(x;)/> k + 1 a contradiction. 
Claim 5.4. EG(C(u,x?), S °°) = O. 
Otherwise, let u~ e C(u,x;) and //2 t~ C(x~,i) such that Ul/,/2 ~: E(G), and without 
loss of generality assume that Nc(x?)nC(u, Ul) = 0, then d '= I C(u, ul)l + It(u2, i)1 1> h 
since otherwise G has a new cycle C '= C[xl ,u2] C[ul, x-i] C[u,x~] C[i, x3]Hxl 
longer than C. Let u' c Nc(Xl) be the nearest vertex to ul on C(Ul,Xi-), then 
e = IC(w,u)l + IC(m,u')l + IC(i,j)l + IC(x~,u2)r >>- h since otherwise G has a new 
cycle C"=C[x l ,u ' ]C[u ,  ul]C[UE,i]C[x~+,w]x~C[j, xa]Hxl longer than C. 
Hencen/> e + d' + dc(x;) + dc(x~) -  1 + dc(x2) + [C(v, x3)[ + IV(H)[ ~> 7k-  7, a 
contradiction. 
Note that if w = u, since G [w, x~, x ~, u ÷ ] ~ K 1.3, u ÷ xl ~ E(G). Similarly, we easily 
prove that Eo(C(u,x;), C(i, x2)) = 0. So the claim holds. 
Claim 5.5. For any ui ~ C(u,x;) and u2 ~ S °°, UxU2q~E(G). 
Otherwise, let u 'cNc(x ; )  be the closest vertex to ul on C(Ul,X;), and 
u2¢ C(v,x~). Without loss of generality assume that C(u, u l )nNc(x ; )=0,  then 
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the cycles C' = C[u2,x3]HC[x2,v]C[XE,j]C[x~ +,w]x~-C[ i ,u ' ]C[u ,  ul]u2 and 
Cp r -- -- + = C [u2 ,  x 1-] Hxa X 3 C Ix3 ,  u] C Ix 1, u 1] u2 show the  following inequalities, respec -  
t i ve ly :  a" -- IC(Ul,U') l  + IC(w,u)l + IC(i,j) + IC(v,u~)l/> h and b" --IC(U, Ul)l + 
IC(uE,X3)l >i h. Hence n ~> a" + b" + dc(x2) + IC(xi~,i)l + dc(x?) + dc(x~) + I V(H)I >/ 
7k - 7, a contradiction. Similarly, EG(C(u, xi) ,  C(x~, v)) = O. 
If vul • E(G), since G [v, u l, x2, v +] ~ K1.3, u lv ÷ • E(G), a contradiction. Thus the 
claim holds. 
Similar to Claim 5.2, we have the following 
Claim 5.6. EG(C(U, Xl ), C(x~,w)) = O. 
Claim 5.7. w ~ u. 
Otherwise, since G[Nc(x i ) -  {x~-,xl}] and G[Nc(X;)-  {x3-,x3}] are complete 
and x~x~ BE(G), d(u) >t dc(x~) - 1 + dc(x?) - 1 ~> k + 1 a contradiction. 
Next we complete the proof  of Lemma 3.5. 
Since G is 3-connected, by Claims 5.4-5.7, we know that there are ul • C(u, x?) and 
u2 • C(w,u) such that uluz • E(G) and xy¢E(G) for any x • C(w, u2) and y • C(u, xi). 
Since G is 3-connected, there is some vertex x in C(u2, u) such that x is adjacent o 
• ,oo ,,oo C(x~,u2).  some vertex y in C(x~,u2) or ~1 ua2  , say y • 
I fy  • C(w, u2), again from k(G) ~> 3, there exists some vertex in C(y,u) adjacent o 
K,00, o00  some vertex in C(x~, y) or o 1 ~,~2 • Hence we may without loss of generality assume 
that y • C(x~, w). 
Let w' • Nc(x~) and u' • Nc(x?) be the nearest vertices to y and ul on C[y,w) and 
C(u, ut), respectively, then a" = I C(u', u~)l + I C(y, w') + I C(i,j)l >~ h since otherwise 
G has a new cycle C '= C[w',u2]C[ul,x?]C[u',x]C[y,x~+]C[i, xl]HC[xa,j] 
+ t 
X 3 W. Hence n >~ a" + IC(v, x3) l  + dc(x~) + dc(xi) + IC(x[,i)l + de(x2) q- 
I V(H)I /> 7k - 7, a contradiction. So the lemma is proved. [] 
Using a similar argument o Lemma 3.5, we have the following 
Lemma 3.5'. IN(x3)nS°° I ~ 1, IN(x i - )nS°°  I ~ 1 and IN(x~-)nS°° I ~ 1. 
Lemma 3.6. We may without loss of generality assume that Nc(x~)nS °° = O, namely, 
Nc(x~)  - {x~,x3}  ~_ s °°. 
Otherwise, by Lemma 3.5, we must have that INc(x~)nS°°l = 1. Let i be in 
Nc(x~)nS °°. Obviously i+,i-¢Nc(x~). Since G[i+,i-,i,x~] ¢ K1.3, we have that 
i+i - •E(G). It is easy to see that ix~¢E(G) since otherwise d(i)>>.lN(x~)- 
{x3,x3,i}l + {x~} + IN (x~) -  {xi,xa,i} ~> k + 1. Replacing the x~x~ + on C by 
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the path x~ ix~ ÷ and the path i- - ii ÷ on C by the edge i - i ÷, we obtain a new cycle 
C' of the same length as C such that Nc,(x~)c~S °° = 0. Similarly 
Lemma 3.6'. We may without loss of generality assume that Nc(x~) - {xl, x ;  } ~_ S °°, 
Nc(x;) - {x~,x? } c_ S oo and Nc(x3) - {xa, x~} ~ $2 °°. 
Lemma 3.7. Nc(x2) (3Nc(x3  ) = O. 
Suppose on the contrary that i eNc(x2)c~Nc(x3), then i+x2q~E(G) since 
otherwise G has a new cycle C' = C Ix3, i+]C[x2,xa]HC[x2, i]x3 longer than C. 
Obviously IC(v, x3)[ ~> 1. Hence d(i) >>. [Nc(x2) - {i}l + ]{x2,i+,xff,x3 }1/> k + 1, 
a contradiction. 
In the following proof, we may without loss of generality assume that 
Nc(x~) - {x~,x3} is contained in C(v,x~) (by Lemma 3.7), and let f•  Nc(x~) be the 
closest vertex to x2 on S °°. Note that x~ x2 ~E(G). 
Lemma 3.8. For any ul • C(g, x3) and u2 • C(x~,f) ,  ulu2¢E(G). 
Suppose on the contrary that ulu2eE(G),  and let f ' ,u '2eNc(x[ )  be the 
closest vertices to U 2 on C(R2, f )  and C(x~, u2), respectively, and u, e N(x3) be the 
closest vertices to ul on C(ui,x3) and C(g, Ul), respectively. Then the cycle 
t - -  - C'= C[u ,x i ]nC[x2,v]C[x2 , f ' ]C[x? ,u2]C[u l ,g]u '  shows that a '= IC(v,g)[ + 
IC(ua,u')l + IC(u2,f')l >>- h. Similarly, b' = IC(u',Ul)l + [C(f, x2)l + IC(u'2,u2)l >>- h. 
Hence n >>. a' + b' + dc(x~) + dc(x3) + dc(x2) + IS°°I + IV(H)I > 7k - 6, a con- 
tradiction. 
Similar to Lemma 3.8, we have the following 
Lemma 3.8'. E~(C(g, x~), C(x~, w)uC(u,x ; )wC(x~,  f ) )  = O. 
It is easy to see that u # w since otherwise d(u) >~ k + 1. 
Lemma 3.9. Eo(C (x~, w) w C(u, x[), C(x(, f )  w C(xf, v)) = O. 
Let ul e C(x~, w) and u2 ~ C(x~, f )  such that ulu2 ~ E(G), and let w', w" e N(x~) be 
the closest vertices to Ul on C(x~,ul) and C(ul,w), respectively, and f ' , f "  be the 
neighbors of x~ closest o u2 on C(x~, u2) and C(u2,f), respectively, then the cycle 
C r + t - - t + - -  
= C[x  2 ,w  ]C[w, u l ]C[u2 , f ]C[ f ,x l  ]xl  x1nx2xfX~ shows that a' = [C(f',u2)[ + 
IC(f,x;)l + IC(w',ul)l + IC(w,x?)l >>. h and the cycle C" = C[ f" ,xa]HC[x l ,w"]  
C[x~,u i ]C[u2 ,x [ ] f "  shows that b'--  ]C(UE,f")l + lC(ui,w")l >1 h. Hence 
n >>. a' + b' + d(x3) + d(x;) - 1 + d(x~) + dc(x2) + IV(H)[ t> 7k - 6, a contradic- 
tion. Similarly, E6(C(u,x~), C(x~, f ) )  -- 0 and E~(C(x~, w)uC(u, x ;  ), C(x~, v)) -- O. 
Next we prove the theorem by considering two cases. 
Case 1: u belongs to C[w,x[]. Then IS°°[/> 2k -3 .  By a similar proof to 
Lemma 3.8 and Claim 3.9 in Lemma 3.3, we obtain the following claim. 
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Lemma 3.10. E~(C(g, x3 ), C(x~, v)) = O. 
Lemma 3.11. For any Ul ~ C(u,x?) and u2 ~ C(x~,w), UlU2(£E(G). 
Suppose on the contrary that UlR 2 ~ E(G). If there exist x e S °° (say x e C(w, u)) and 
~1 k-)'5 2 Y y e ,,0o ,,00 (say ~ C(v,g)) such that xy ~ E(G), let w' ~ N(x~) and u' ~ N(x;)  be 
the closest vertices to u2 and ul on C(uz,w) and C(ul,x?), respectively, then 
b = IC(v,y)[ + IC(u2,w')l + [C(x,u)l + IC(u~,u')] >1 h since otherwise G has a new 
cycle C' = C [ y, x 3] H C Ix 2, v] C [x2, u'] C [u, u l] C [u2, x ~ ] C [-w', x] y longer than C. 
Hence n >~ dc(x~) + dc(x;) + b + IS°° I + dc(x2) + dc(x3) - 1 + [V(H)I ~> 7k - 7. 
This contradiction shows that for any x ~ $3 °° and y e ,.00 ,,o0 al wa2 , xyCE(G), and so 
{x~ ,xi-} is a vertex-cut of G, a contradiction. 
Lemma 3.12. EG(C(x?, f )wC(x~,w),  C(v,g)) = O, EG(C(g, x3), C(f, x2)) = 0 and 
E~(C(u,x?), C(f,x~)) = O. 
Assume that ul ~ C(x-~ , f ) and u2 ~ C(v,#) such that uxu2 ~ E(G), and let f '  ~ N (x;) 
be the closest vertex to ul on C(ul,f). Then a' = [C(ul,f')[ + IC(v, ugl/> h since 
otherwise G has a new cycle C' C[u2 ,X l ]HC[x2 ,v  ] - - ' + = C[x2 , f  ]C [x I  ,ul]u2 longer 
than C. Hence n>~a'+dc(x~)+dc(x? ) - l+dc(x2)+dc(x~)+dc(x~) - l+  
I v (n) l  >/7k - 6, a contradiction. The other two assertions of Lemma 3.12 can be 
similarly proved. So the lemma is proved. 
Lemma 3.13. For any ul ~ C(u,x~) and U 2 E C(v ,g) ,  ulu2¢E(G). 
Before proving the lemma, we first verify the following three claims. 
Claim 13.1. I f  there exist ul ~ C(u,x;) and u2 E C(v,g) such that ulu2 ~ E(G), then for 
any x ~ C(x~, w) and y ~ C(f, xz ), we have xy¢E(G). 
Otherwise, without loss of generality assume that u2 is the closest vertex to g in 
C(v,g) which is adjacent o some vertex in C(u,x{). 
If there exist i~C(g,  x3) and j~C(w,u)  such that i jEE(G), let w'~N(x~),  
u' ~ N(x{) and u" ~ N(x3) be the closest vertices to X, Ul and i on C(x,w), C(Ul,X;) 
and C(g,i), respectively, then b = IC(x,w')l + IC(ux,u')l + IC(u",i)l + IC(g, u2)l + 
I C(j, u)l + I C(y,x~)l >~ h since G has a new cycle C' = x~C[g, u"]ff~[x~ -, i]ff~[j,w'] 
C [x~, x] C [ y, u'] C [u, Ul] C [u2, X;  ] X 2 X 2 nx  3 X3, a contradiction. 
Thus for any i E C(g, x3) and j  e C(w,u), ij¢~E(G), and N(C(g, x3)) is contained in 
C(v, x f )  (by Lemmas 3.8-3.11 ad 3.8'). 
Since G is 3-connected, there exist vie C(u2,x3) and vie C(x~,u2) such that 
vivj E E(G), and without loss of generality assume that vi ~ C(g, x3 ) and vj ~ C(v, u2), 
then by a similar argument to the above, we can get a contradiction. So the claim 
holds. 
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Similarly, we have the following 
Claim 13.2. I f  Ea(C(x~, w), C ( f  x f  )) # O, then EG(C(u,x?), S °°) = O. 
Claim 13.3. I f  there exist Ux ~ C(u,x?) and U 2 ~ C(13, g) such that UlU 2 ~ E(G), then for 
any x ~ C(x~,w) and y ~ C(u,x~), xyq~E(G). 
Otherwise, if y = ul, since G [u2, u~, ui-, x] # K L 3 and u2 x¢E(G) (by Lemma 3.11), 
either xui or U{Uz is in E(G). So we can assume that y # ul and y ~ C(u,u O. 
Let g' ~ N(x?), u' ~ N(x{), and w' ~ N(x~) be the closest vertices to y, ul and x on 
C(u, y), C(Ul, x~) and C(x, w), respectively, then b = [C(x, w')[ + [C(g', Y)[ + I C(ul, u')l + 
IC(v, ugl >t h since otherwise G would have a new cycle C '= C[uz,x3]HC[x2,v] 
- -  -- t - -  t t + C[x2,u ]C[g,w ]C[xa,x]C[y, ul]u2 longer than C. Hence n >>. b + dc(x~) + 
dc(x l )  + I S°° [  + dc(x2) + dc(x3) - 1 + I V(H)t/> 7k - 6, a contradiction. 
Now we complete the proof of Lemma 3.13, and consider the S °°. 
Assume that ul u2 e E(G). By Lemmas 3.9-3.12 and 3.8' and Claims 13.1-13.3, we 
have that E~(C(x~, w), S °° uS °° = 0. Since G is 3-connected, we may find two vertices 
x and y in C(w, u) such that y ~ C(x, u) and y'y, xx' e E(G), where y' ~ C(x~, x) and 
x'~ C(y, xl)US°°uS°°).  Without loss of generality assume that y'~ C(x~,w) and 
x'~ C(u, ul). By a similar argument to Claim 13.3, we can get a contradiction. 
By Lemmas 3.8-3.13 and 3.8', we get that EG(C(U, Xl), ,~oo ,,oo, ~1 u~2 ) = 0. Similar to 
Lemma 3.13, we have the following. 
Lemma 3.14. Ea(C(x~, w), S°°uS°2°) = O. 
Now we complete the proof of Case 1, and consider the S °°. Since G is 3-connected, 
_ o00  .c ,  O0  there exist ul ~ C(w,u) and u2 e o1 ~o2 such that ulu2 ~E(G). Without loss of 
generality assume that u2 ~ C(f, x2) and ul is the closest vertex to u on C(w, u) which 
is adjacent to some vertex of C(f, x~) ~C(v, g). Again by a similar argument to Lemma 
3.2, we can get a contradiction. Thus Case 1 is proved. 
Case 2: u belongs to C(x~, w). By Lemmas 3.9 and 3.8', we obtain that for any 
u~ ~ $3 °° and u'2 ~ C(x~,f)wC(g, x3)wC(x~,v), U'lU'2¢E(G). Since G is 3-connected, 
there exist ul e S °° and u2 E C(fx~)wC(v,g) such that UxU2 ~ E(G). Without loss of 
generality assume that ul ~ C(x~, w), u2 ~ C(f, x2) and u2 is the nearest vertex to fon  
C( f, x2) which is adjacent to some vertices of S 3 °°. Let u' be the neighbor of x~- closest 
to ul on C(x~,uO, then a = [C(u2,x2) I -~-[C(ut, ul) I --I-IC(w, xU)l >> h. 
Before proving this case, we first show the following fact. 
For any x ~ C(x~, f )  and y ~ S °°, xy6E(G). 
Otherwise, by Lemmas 3.8 and 3.8', we have that y~ CEx~,g]. Assume that 
y ~ C[v,g]. Let f '  ~ N(x-~) and w'~ Nc(x~) be the closest vertices to x and ul on 
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Fig. 1. 
C[x~,x) and C(ul,w], respectively, then b = [C(f',x)[ + [C(f, u2)l + IC(v,y)[ + 
[C(Ul,W')[ >>-h since G has a new cycle C '= C[w' , f ' ]C[ f ,x]C[y,  x3]HC[x2,v] 
- -  - -  - -  - -  J r  W t C[X2 ,u2]C[u  1 ,x3]  . Hence n >1 a + b + dc(xz) + d(x~) + d(x~) - 1 + d(x?) + 
I V(H)I/> 7k - 6, a contradiction. Hence y ~ C(x~,v). By a similar argument we can 
get a contradiction. 
Now we complete the proof of Case 2 by a similar proof to Lemma 3.2, and consider 
the C(f, uz). 
Since G is 3-connected, there exist two distinct vertices x and y on C(f, uz) such that 
x ~ C(f, y) and x'x, y'y ~ E(G), where y' ~ C(x(, x) and x' ~ C(u2, x3). Without loss of 
generality assume that y' ~ C(x ~ , f )  and x' ~ C(u2, X z)W C(v, g). Let f '  ~ N(x ~) be the 
first vertex on C(y', f ] .  By a similar argument to the one above, we know that x'¢ S oo. 
Hence let x' ~ C(uz,X~). 
Let y" be the neighbor of x~- closest to y' on C(x~(,y'), then the cycle C '= 
C[x,x3]HC[xl, - w ]C[x 3+,ul]c[uz,y]C[y- - ',xl+ ]C[ f  ' shows that b" = IC(ux,w')l + 
[C(y',f')l + [C(x,y)l + IC(uz,x')[ >~ h and the cycle C" = C[x+,u']C[w, ul]C[uz,x '] 
C[y  ,xl  ]xl x lHxzx2 x2 shows that d = IC(y",y')l + [C(fx)[ + C[x ,y ]C[y ' , f ] -  " + - - + 
IC(y, u2)l + IC(x',x2)l + IC(u',uOI + IC(w, xr)l >1 h. Hence n >~ b" + d + dc(x?) + 
dc(x2) + IC(v,x~)[ + dc(x~) + IV(H)I t> 7k - 7, a contradiction. Thus Case 2 is 
proved, and so the proof of the theorem is completed. [] 
Example. A k-regular (k = 3), 3-connected claw-flee non-Hamilton graph on 7k + 9 
vertices (see Fig. 1). 
Appendix 
Case: m = 4. Then h ~> k - 3. Without loss of generality assume that [Nc(H)] = 4 
(indeed, using a similar way, we can prove that the case holds if [Nc(H)[ >1 5). 
Before proving this case, we first show the following three facts: 
(1) [W[<2.  Suppose that [W[=2,  and let Xx,X2~W. Let y i~Nc(x i ) -  
({x+,xf}voX) for i = 1,2, then y lx~,y lx ; ,y2x~,y2x;  ~ E(G). We easily prove that 
Yl :~ Y2. 
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Without loss of generality assume that y~ ~ S °° for i -1 ,2 .  Consider vertices 
y{ and y ; .  Let ul ,u2eN(y; )  such that u l~S °°, u2~C[y l ,x ; )  and 
[C(x~,ul)uC(u2,x2)]nN(y;)=O and u3,u4eN(y2) such that u3~S °°, 
1.14 ~-. C [y2 ,x3]  and [C(x+,ua)uC(u4,xa)]~N(y2)= 0, then by Lemma 2.1(e), we 
have a = IC(u,,,xf)l >~ h and b = [C(x2,ul)[ >1 h. By Lemma 2.1(e), we easily prove 
that u2 ¢ua  and u3eC(u:,x2). Again from Lemma 2.1(e), we have that 
d = IC(u2,u3)[ >1 h, N(y-f) ~_ C[ua,u2] = B and N(y2) c_ C[u3,u,~] = D. Hence 
[V(C)[ >~ lB[ + [Dl + a + b + d + [S°°[ + 6 >~ d(y;) + d(yz) + 4h + 8 >~ 6k-  4 
and n ~> 7k - 7, a contradiction. 
In the following proof  of this case, let us assume that xa, x2, xaCW. 
(2) If there is a vertex (say Xa) in X - {x,~} such that N(x[)c~(S°°~S°°uS °°) v~ ¢) 
(or N(x?)c~(S°°~S°°~S °°) ¢ 0), then x4¢W, namely, W = 0. 
Indeed, let y ~ [Nc(x,O - {x2 ,x2}~X]~S °° and ua,u2 ~ N(y-) such that 
Ul e S °°, u2 e S °° and [C(x~,ul)uC(u2,x;)]~N(y-) = 0, then 
a = JC(x~,ul)[ >>. h and b = IC(u2,xDI ~ h. 
In order to prove (2), we still need to prove two useful facts: 
(a) N(x~)c~C(x~,u2)= 0. If v~N(x~)nC(y,  x2), then by Lemma 2.1, we have 
d = IC(x~,v)l >>. h and f= [C(v, ua)l >>- h. Hence n/> a + b + d +f+ IS°°l + IS°°l + 
12 + h t> 7k - 9, a contradiction. 
(b) N(xf)c~C(ux,x£)=O. Let vl,vz~N(x~)c~C(ul,xg) such that [C(Ul,Vl)W 
C(vz,x4)]c~N(x[)=O, then by Lemma 2.1, we have d=[C(ua,vl)l>>.h since 
otherwise we can construct a new cycle C' longer than C, a contradiction, 
C' = C[x2 ,u l ]CEy- ,x~]C[y ,  x l ]Hx4C[x£ ,V l ]C[x~,x2] .  
Let v eN(x~)nS °° such that C(v, x2)c~N(x~)=O, then e=lC(v, x2)[+ 
IC(vz,x4)[ >~h since otherwise G contains a new cycle C' longer than C, 
C' = C[x~, v2]C[v,x~]x4 x4HXEXE X~ (note that VEV E E(G)). Let Yl,Y2, Y3 e N(x~) 
such that Yl ~ S °°, Y2 ~ C(x~,ul), Y3 ~ C(u2,x?) and [C(u2,ya)wC(x~,yl)u 
C(x~,y2)]nN(x~) = 0, then f= [C(x~-,Yl)l >~ h, g = IC(x~,y2)l >>- h and s = 
IC(u2,y3)l>~h (by Lemma 2.1). Hence N(x[) is contained in C[ya,v]w 
C[y2,x3]wC[y2,ul]wC[vl,v2] = B. So n ) [B[ + d + e + f + g + s + 9 + h >~ 
7k - 8, a contradiction. 
Now we complete the proof  of (2). 
By Lemma 2.1(e), we can easily prove that N(y-)~_C[ul,u2] =B. Let 
N(x?)nS°°~O and v, yl,y2,Y3,Y4eN(x?) such that v~S °°, y l ,y2eS  °°, 
Ya ~ C(x~,ul), Y4 ~ C(U2,X1) and [C(v, x2)wC(x~,yl)uC(y2,x~)uC(x~,ya)w 
C(UE,y4)]c~N(x~) -- 0, then a = [C(x~,Yl)l >>- h, b = [C(x~,y3)[ >1 h, d = 
[C(u:,y4)l >>- h, f=  IC(y2,x3)l + [C(v, x2)[ >>. h and N(x~)u{x~ } is contained in 
C[y4,vJuC[yl,y2]uC[y3,ul) = D. Hence n ~> [B[ + [D[ + a + b + d +f+ 6 + h 
/> 7k - 7, a contradiction. So (2) is proved. 
(3) W = 0. Otherwise, let ue  IN(x4) - ({x2,x£}uX)]c~S °°, then by (2) we 
have that (N(x~) - {xi-,xl}) -~ S °° and (N(x~){x~,xi}) _ S°-°1 (i = 1,2,3). Let 
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ul,u2 • N(u-) such that ul •S°3 °, u2 • C[u,x;)  and [C(x~,ul )uC(u2,x; ) ]n 
N(u- )  = 0, then by Lemma 2.1(e), we have a = IC(u2,x;)l >1 h and 
b = I C(x~,ul)[ >~ h. Again from Lemma 2.1(e), we easily prove that 
N(u-) c_ C[Ul, u2] = B. Hence there is a segment (say S1) in the set {$1, $2} such that 
IS°° I ~< (3k - 3)/2. So dsO(Xl) + dso(X2) >1 IS°l + 3. From Lemma 2.10, we can find 
ca • S °° and dl • $2 °° uS  °° wS °° such that c~ dl • E(G) and there is a path P1 between 
ca and x ;  in G[S °] and a path P2 between Cl and x ;  in G[S °] avoiding at most one 
vertex of C[x~, x;].  
Clearly dl ¢C [ul, u2], otherwise let d~ • C(Ul, x4) and without loss of generality 
assume that C(ul,dl] ~N(u-)  = O, then d = [C(ul,dl)[ t> h - 1 since otherwise we 
can construct a new cycle C' longer than C, C '=C[x2 ,d l ]P iC[x2 ,u l ]  
[-U -, X4-] C [H, Xl  ] Hx4x 4 . 
Let u3eN(u- )  such that u3•C(dx,x2) and C(dl,u3)nN(u-)=O, then 
e = IC(dl,u3)[ >/h - 1 since otherwise we may form a new cycle C' in G longer 
than C, C' = C[x~,dl]ClPzC[Xl,U]C[x2,u-]C[u3,x4]HxzC[x2,+ x3 ]. Hence 
[B[>~d+e+d(u- )+ l>/2(h -1)+k+l~>2h+k- l .  Further we have 
[V(C)I ~> a + b + ]BI + [S°°I + IS °°1 + 9 >~ 6h + k + 8 ~> 7k-  10, a contradiction. 
So without loss of generality assume that d~ • S°2 °, then we may easily prove 
that d' = [C(x2,dO[ >t h -  1 and e' = IC(dx,x~)l ~> h-  1, which implies that 
IV(C)l ) lBl + a + b + d' + e' + lS°l°[ + 9 >~d(u-) + l + 2h + 2(h -1)  + h + 9 >~ 
6k - 10 and n/> 7k - 13. So (3) is proved. 
In a way similar to (3), we easily prove the following fact: 
(N(x +) - {xT,x~} )nS°°-~ = 0 and (N(xi-) - {x~-,x~} )~S °° = 0 for i = 1,2,3,4. 
Clearly, there is an S~ (say S~) in the set {$1, $2, Sa, $4} such that IS °1 ~< min { (3h)/2, 
(3k - 9)/2}. 
Next, the two subcases are considered in this case 
Subcase 1: dso(X-() + ds~(X~) >1 [S°l + 1. By Lemma 2.10, we can find 
c~ • S °°, dl • C - S~ such that c~d~ • E(G) and there is a path P1 between cl and x~ 
in G[S °] and a path P2 between ca and xi ~ in G[S °] avoiding at most one vertex of 
C[x~,x~]. Without loss of generality assume that dl • S °°, then e = IC(dx,x~)] >1 
h-1  since otherwise we can find a new cycle C' in G longer than C, 
C' = C[x~,dl]P2C[Xl,X~]Xax3Hxzx f . Similarly, we have f= IC(xf ,da)l >I h - 1. 
Hence IS°°l + IS°°l/> 3h - 2. 
So we can clearly find an $4 in the set {S~, $4} such that I S°°l ~< (3h - 3)/2. In order 
to prove this subcase, we first state the following four facts. 
Fact 1. dso(x,~) + ds2(X? ) <. IS°[. 
Otherwise, using Lemma 2.10, we can find c2 • S °° and d 2 • C -  $4 such that 
c2d2 • E(G) and there is a path P3 beween c2 and x~- in G[S °] and a path P4 between 
c2 and 12 in G[S °] avoiding at most one vertex of C[x2,x~]. 
If d 2 • S °°, then we easily prove that IS °°1 + IS°°[ >~ 3h - 2, so n >~ 7k - 13, 
a contradiction. Thus assume that d2 • S°2 °. If d2 • C(dl,x~), then ]C(dl,d2)[ >~ h - 2 
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since otherwise we can produce a new cycle C' in G longer than C, 
C' -- C Ix,,, d2] Ps x~ P2 dl (~ [d~-, x2] Hx 4 x4.  Similarly, [ C(d2, x3) [ 1> h - 1. Similarly, 
we can prove that if d2 ~ C(x~,dl), then [C(d2,dl)[/> h - 2 and IC(x~,dz)l >t h - i. 
Hence IS°° [>>,2h-2+h-2=3h-4 ,  so n~-~=~lS°° l+h+14~>7k-11 ,  a 
contradiction. So we have d2 -- dl. Since G[c2,c~,dl,d~] ~ Kl.3 and 
Cld~,c2dlq~E(G), we must have c~c2~E(G). We may easily obtain that 
[S°°l ~> 2h - 2, which contradicts IS°°[ ~< (3h - 1)/2. 
Fact 2. At least one vertex in the set {x~,x~-} has neighbors out of S,. 
Since IS°°[ ~< (3h - 3)/2 and dso+so(x,~) + dso+so(x?) ~ (k - 1)/2, the proof  of this 
fact is immediate. 
Without loss of generality assume that N(x?)c~(S °° wS °° wS °°) ~ O. 
Fact 3. N(x ; )nC(x~,dO = O. 
Let ul ~ N(x;)c~C(x~,dl) such that C(ul,dl)c~N(x{) = 0, then 
a = IC(u,,dOI/> h - 1 since otherwise G contains a new cycle C' longer than C, 
C'= C[dl ,x~]C[ul ,x2]HxxPadl .  Let ul,ua,us,u4 be neighbors of x~- such that 
u ~ S °°, u2 ~ C(x~,ux), u3,u4 ~ C(dx,x~) and [C(x~,ua)uC(dl ,u3)uC(u4,x~)]n 
N(x ; )=O,  then by a similar argument to the above, we have that 
b = IC(x~,u2)l + IC(x2,u)l >>. h and f=  IC(d~,u3)l + IC(u4,x~)l/> h - 1. Let 
us e N(x? )nS  °° such that C(us,x2)c~N(x~) = O, then g = l f(us,xg)l  >~ h 
and N(x~) is contained in C[u ,x~]uC[uz ,u l ]uC[u3 ,u4]uC[x~+,Us]=B.  
Hence n t> a +f+ g + b + Inl + IS°°I + h + 6 ~> 7k - 13 a contradiction. So 
N(x;)c~C(x~,dl) = 0. Thus Fact 3 is proved. 
Fact 4. N(x?)c~S °° = O. 
Otherwise, let u, ul,u2 ¢ N(x?) such that u~ S °°, Ul,Uz E S °° and [C(x~,u)u 
C(x~,ul)u(u2,x;)]c~N(x?) = 0, then a = IC(u2,x~)l >>. h and b = IC(xLul)l + 
[C(x~,u)l >1 h. Let u3,u4 ~ N(x?)c~C(dx,x~) such that [C(dl,us)wC(u4,x3)]c~ 
N(x?) = 0, then we easily prove that d = IC(dl,u3)l + IC(u4,xDI/> h - 1. Hence 
n>~ a + b + d(Xl) + 1 + IS°° I + IC(x~,dOI + d + 6 + h >>, 7k - 11, a contradiction. 
Next we complete the proof  of Subcase 1. Let u, Us, u4 be the same meaning 
as above (see Fact 4), then N(x-() is contained in C[u3,u4JuC[u,x~] =B,  
f=  [C(dl,u3)] + IC(u4,x3)[ ~> h -- 1, and g = [C(x2,u)[ + [C(dl,ua)[/> h - 1 since 
otherwise G has a cycle C' longer than C, C '= C[x2,dl]P1C[Xl,U]C[u3,x~] 
x2 x4nx2. Hence n >>. IS°°I + g + Inl + IS°°I + IC(x~,dl)l + f + h + 9 >>. 7k - 8, 
a contradiction. Therefore Subcase 1 is proved. 
Subcase 2: dso(x~) + dso(X2) <~ [S°l. Since IS°° I ~< (3k - 5)/2, d + c-s,(x, ) + dc-s,(X2) >1 
(k - 1)/2 and at least one vertex x~" or x2 has neighbors out of $1 (say x~). Without 
loss of generality assume that N(x[ )nS  °° ~ O and ]N(x()c~S~°[ > 1. 
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Let ul,u2 e N(x~)nS °° such that [C(x~,ul)wC(uz,x~)]nN(x~) = 0 and 
u e g(xi~)nS °° such that C(u,x;)c~N(x~) = 0, then uul,uu2 ~ E(G), 
a = IC(x;,ul)[ >~ h (by Lemma 2.1(c)), and b = IC(u2,x3)] + IC(u,x;)l/> h since 
otherwise G contains a new cycle C" longer than C, 
C" = C[x~,u]C[u2,x~]x;  2Hx3x 3 C[x2,x[] .  
Let u3,u~ e N(x~)nS °° such that [C(x~,u~)wC(u, ,x2]]nN(x;)  = 0, then g(x ; )  
is contained in C[x{, u] ~C[u~, u2] ~C[u3, u~] = B and d = I C(x;, u3)[ >t h. Before 
proving this subcase, we first verify the following five facts. 
Fact 5. N(x2)~C(x; ,u)  = O. 
Let v eC(x;,u)c~N(x2) and (without loss of generality) C(v,u)nN(x~)=O, 
then e = IC(v,u)l >t h since G has a cycle C'= IC[xl,x2]C[v,x;]C[u, x4]Hx~. 
Hence IB l>/d(x ; )+e+l ,  so n t> lB l+a+b+d+lS°° l+3+h/>7k-14 ,  a 
contradiction. 
Fact 6. N(x2)~S °° = O. 
Let vl,v2 eN(x2)nC(u : ,x3)  such that [C(v2,x3)~C(uz,vl)]c~N(x2)=O 
and v, v3,v4eN(x,~) such that vsS  °°, v3,v4eS°1 ° and [C(v,x;)uC(u, v3)w 
C(v4,x~)]c~N(x2) = 13, then v4,v3 e N(v ÷ +) and VEV e E(G). Further we have that 
e = IC(v2,x3)l + IC(v,x;)l >1 h; f=  IC(u, u3)l + IC(v4,x2)l + IC(Ue,Vl)l >/h since 
otherwise G contains new cycles C" and C' longer than C, respectively, 
C" = C[x2,v]CEv2,x?]x? xlHx3x~ CExf,x2], C' = x2 C[v,,v3]C[x2 ÷,u]CEu2,xf ] 
XiXEHX, C[x2,v~]x2. Hence n >ld(x2) + d(x?) + e + f + a + d + h >l Tk -15 ,  
a contradiction. Similarly, we have + + N(x4)~C(xz,u2) = 0. And we can easily prove 
that x4u2q~E(G). So Fact 6 holds. 
Fact 7. I fN (x2)nC(u ,x ; )  4= O, then IN(x?)nS°°l  ~ 1 and IN(x+)nS°°l ~ 1. 
Without loss of generality assume that u'~ 4: U'EeN(x?)nS °° and 
C(u'l,U'E)nN(x-~) =0.  Further let va,v2 e N(x~)nC(u, x j )  such that [C(ul ,vl)u 
C(v2,x~)]nN(x~)=O and v eN(x? )nS  °° such that C(v ,x ; )~N(x2)=0,  then 
e ---IC(v2,x~)l + IC(v,x;)l >/h, and f= IC(u'x,u'2)l + IC(u, vl)l >/h since otherwise 
GhasanewcycleC' longerthanC, C'=C[x4,u'2]C + - ' [X1 ,u]C[ul ,vl]C[x2,Xl]HX4. 
N(x2) is contained in C[x2,vl]uC[Vl,V2] =D. Hence n/> [DI + IBI + e + 
f+  IC(x~,u'~)l + IS°°l + 6 + h >~ 7k - 7, a contradiction. Similarly, IN(x~-)n 
S3°°I ~< 1. So Fact 6 is proved. 
From Facts 5-7, we immediately deduce the following 
Fact 8. N(x~) -- {x4-,x4} is contained in S °°. 
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Similarly, we can obtain the following Fact 9. 
Fact 9. N(xi) - {x~,xl} is contained in S °°. 
Now we complete the proof of the case. Let Yt e N(x~) and Y2 ~ N(x~) such that 
Yl,Y2 ~ S °°, C(y2,x?)nN(x~) = 0 and C(x~,yl)~N(x~) = 0, then Yl must belong 
to C(x;,y2) since otherwise IS°° I i> 2k -  5, and hence n >/2k -  5 + 3h + 
d(x~) + h + 10 I> 7k - 7, a contradiction. So v' must belong to either C(x,{,y2) or 
C(yl,x~) for any vertex v' e S °°. Since G is 3-connected, we can find Uo e S °° and 
¢oo .,,OO~sOO such that UoW e E(G). Without loss of generality assume that W ~: ~1 L3D2 
uoEC(x~,yO and w~C(x2,ul), and let y3eN(x~)c~C(y2,x~) such that 
C(y2,y3)c~N(x~) = 0, then f= [C(y2,y3)I + IC(uo,yl)J + IC(x~, w)[ i> h since other- 
wise G can produce a new cycle C' longer than C, C'= [C[x4,w]C[uo,x2] 
C[y2,yl]C[y3,x2]x~ x2Hx4; g = IC(x~,uo)l + IC(w, ul)l >1 h since otherwise 
we may construct a new cycle C' longer than C, C '= C[x~-,ul] 
C[x~,w]C[uo,xl]Hx,~x~x~.. So n >~ g + f + d(x~) + h + d(xx) -  1 + 8 + h >I 
7k - 8, a contradiction. Hence this case is proved. 
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